(ii) 20 = iy and Qy(Ny)=N2.
We seek such a class C(z') when i: X -> Y is a locally flat imbedding of a closed manifold X such that i(X) O dY = 0. We succeed to the following extent. (C) is a weak form of (C) and, as we shall see, (C) -(C') ^ (C"). The question of whether (C) holds in general is interesting.
The method of proof is to use handle theory in the form of [2l] on M -z'(X), and to forget about i(X), except for requiring that M -i(X) be 1-LC at i(X). If X is a closed manifold and x + 3 < ttz, this is no more general than requiring z to be a locally flat imbedding [3] . In fact, the method can be applied when X is a compact ANR and M -z'(X) is 1-LC at z(X We shall assume this done, so that ontological problems need not concern us. We shall often suppress the localising functor and write C (M ) for the localisation fid Ai C at M.
Definition. Let R be a ring (associative with unit). We single out the follow- We have the following equivalence of categories:
(9(R)) tt 0(R)) SS Detb(R) » MR) = K?(R).
Proof. The statement that (9 (R)) at (i (R)} S Der&(R) is little more than that where !C| is the class of C in K AR).
The following is essentially proved in [27, Theorems 5-7]. We just adapt it to our notation. Convention. We agree to confuse Jj(R) and F (R) with their images in Detb(R).
Chain complex functors and Lefschetz duality.
Let J (resp. j J ) denote the category whose objects are second countable, locally compact Hausdorff, locally contractible, finite dimensional topological spaces, whose morphisms are continuous (resp. proper) maps. If 77 is a group, denote by J (77) the subcategory of J whose objects X are connected, have 77AX) = 77, and whose morphisms are maps inducing isomorphisms of 77 . We note that each object in J is a metrizable ANR and that compact objects in J exhaust all compact finite dimensional ANR's [l, p. I22]. We shall use the following functors: We can now make a start on the Lefschetz Duality Theorem.
A^J
Definition. Let X be a manifold of dimension 72. Let 8 (X) C X x X be the We will also need Thus by (I)-(IV) we have that (C^X -(WudX))) CX (C"-*(X, W u dX)) in Dert(Z7r). Taking a collar on X we have (C^X -W)) = (Cn~*(X, W u dX) (ii) a((CjOi))) = 0 e K0(Zt7).
It is customary to write a(X) = a((CAX))). X an ANR. Then A^X is a cofibration <=> A is an ANR.
We shall use the following standard result more than once. Proof. We prove first the following Proof of Sublemma 4.4. (i) follows from the following information:
(1) Since dim A < 72 -1, A contains no interior points.
(2) A is connected. It remains to prove (ii). The following is based on a proof of a theorem of [l8].
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